Join our DevOps Team at eBay!
The DevOps team makes sure that the process of releasing quality code from the developer all the way to a working production environment is working smoothly. In fact, we are part of eBay’s creation of new shopping experiences, while utilizing the latest & greatest technologies, such as: Prometheus, Grafana, etcd, InfluxDB and many more.

Your opportunities in this role
In this role, you will have the opportunity to work on HUGE data and enable monitoring of countless services across multiple data centers, ranging from bare metal to virtual machines to containers. In addition, you will be able to use different tools from your toolkit: from pure scripting to complex designs and object-oriented programming. You will also work on adding monitoring metrics, scaling systems to immense sizes and adopting new technologies to support the ever-growing needs of R&D.

What shall you bring to the table?
If you are a team player with building methodology experience and a broad development overview, we would be happy to see the following competencies as well:

- **Development skills in** Python/Perl/Go/Bash Scripting; OOD/OOP; Java; JavaScript (advantage)
- **OS (Sys Admin level)** in: Linux – Ubuntu; OSX (advantage).
- **Networking**: Protocols (TCP/IP, UDP), DNS; Troubleshooting (advantage).
- **Monitoring tools** such as: Prometheus; Grafana; Graphite; ELK/Splunk; Etcd/Graphite/InfluxDB (advantage)
- **Virtualization**: VM knowledge; OpenStack (advantage)
- **Databases**: MongoDB, CouchBase, Oracle.
- **BigData Technologies**: Hadoop; Spark (advantage).
- **Build & Deployment Tools and technologies**: Docker & Kubernetes; Jenkins; Puppet/Chef/Ansible/Terraform.
- **CM tools**: Git, GitHub.

Meet the hiring manager on LinkedIn: Eitan Schichmanter

Send you CV: Jobs-il@ebay.com